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New Antitrust Division Chief Prioritizes 
Regulation of Standard Setting Organizations
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As we discussed in our May 2017 article, the current 
head of the DOJ’s Antitrust Division, Makan Delrahim, 
brings considerable intellectual property experience 
to the division. Delrahim started his legal career at 
the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative as deputy 
director for intellectual property rights. He later served 
on the Intellectual Property Task Force while serving a 
stint at the DOJ in the early 2000s. Then-acting Antitrust 
Division Chief R. Hewitt Pate referred to Delrahim as a 
“patent lawyer.” Therefore, it is not surprising that, in a 
Nov. 10 maiden speech at the University of California’s 
Transactional Law and Business Conference, Delrahim 
chose to discuss antitrust violations in IP licensing, 
specifically urging federal and state antitrust enforcement 
agencies to prioritize review of standard setting 
organizations (SSOs). 

Delrahim’s Remarks on Anticompetitive 
SSO Licensing 
SSOs are private associations that, among other things, 
develop technical, quality and safety standards and that 
sometimes issue certifications of compliance for products 
that meet those standards. They usually offer membership 
to industry participants, from which they obtain funding, 
and are routinely managed by employees of those 
organizations. One example of an SSO is the National 
Fire Protection Association (NFPA). As the Supreme 
Court explained in Allied Tube & Conduit v. Indian Head, 
a seminal antitrust case applying the Sherman Act to 
SSOs, the NFPA is a “private, voluntary organization” of 
“individual and group members representing industry, 
labor, academia, insurers, organized medicine, firefighters, 
and government” that “publishes product standards and 
codes related to fire protection.” The standards set by the 
NFPA are “routinely adopted” by “a substantial number of 
state and local governments.” 

In his recent speech, Delrahim examined the relationship 
between patent holders – which he called technology 
“innovators” – and SSOs – which he called “technology 
implementers.” He identified two potential antitrust issues 
arising from interaction between these two groups: the 
“hold-up problem” and the “hold-out problem.” According 
to Delrahim, the hold-up problem occurs when patent 
holders leverage their exclusive rights to a patented 
design to demand favorable royalty terms from SSO 
members, the idea being that, once an SSO has adopted 
its standard, SSO members must either agree to patent 
holders’ demands or risk being effectively excluded from 
the market. Conversely, the hold-out problem occurs 
when SSOs leverage their industry clout by “threatening 
to under-invest in the implementation of a standard 
[utilizing the patented design] or threatening not to take a 
license at all, until its royalty demands are met.” 

According to Delrahim, the “hold-up and the hold-out 
problems are not symmetric,” and the “collective hold-
out problem [represents] a more serious impediment to 
innovation.” This is because patent holders must “make 
an investment before they know whether that investment 
will ever pay off” while “at least some of [SSOs’] 
investments occur after royalty rates for new technology 
could have been determined.” Therefore, he urged 
antitrust enforcers nationwide to “carefully examine and 
recognize the risk that SSO members might engage 
in a form of buyer’s cartel, what economists call a 
monopsony effect” by collectively agreeing when and on 
what terms to adopt a standard or continue supporting 
an incumbent one. 

While Delrahim spent a great deal of his speech 
unpacking his thoughtful theory of asymmetry between 
the hold-up and hold-out problems, the upshot of his 
remarks is that the new Assistant Attorney General for 
the Antitrust Division believes that SSOs should be more 
rigorously scrutinized, especially when it comes to IP 
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licensing. As Delrahim warned (quoting the Supreme 
Court in American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
v. Hydrolevel: “SSOs ‘can be rife with opportunities 
for anticompetitive activity.’ When competitors come 
together, there is always a risk that they will engage in 
naked cartel-like behavior, such as fixing downstream 
prices or boycotting a new entrant.” Delrahim “therefore 
urge[d] antitrust enforcers … to take a fresh look at 
concerted actions within SSOs that cause competitive 
harm to the dynamic innovation process,” by using all 
the tools in their prosecutorial toolboxes. Since antitrust 
violations are a federal predicate crime, that includes 
possible wiretaps. 

Antitrust Enforcement Against SSOs 
The DOJ can regulate SSOs civilly and criminally under 
Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act. Section 1 of the 
Sherman Act prohibits contracts, combinations and 
conspiracies in restraint of trade while Section 2 of 
the Sherman Act prohibits monopolization, attempted 
monopolization, and conspiracy to monopolize trade or 
commerce. Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission 
Act is broader than the Sherman Act and gives the FTC 
substantial authority to prosecute civilly “unfair methods 
of competition in or affecting commerce, and unfair or 
deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.” 

In Allied Tube & Conduit, the Supreme Court ruled that 
SSO standard setting is not immune from the antitrust 
laws – even when federal, state, or local government 
entities ratify standards set by SSOs. By contrast, SSOs 
are generally entitled to immunity under the Noerr-
Pennington Doctrine when their activities relate to direct 
petitioning of government entities, unless that petitioning 
is a sham to cover what is nothing more than a baseless 
attempt to interfere with business rivals for anticompetitive 
purposes. For example, SSOs would be immune to 
the extent they legitimately coordinate sponsorship of 
a legislative bill or bring a lawsuit with merit against a 
member who falsely advertises that its product complies 
with an SSO standard. 

Further, courts generally apply the necessarily fact and 
expert extensive rule of reason to SSO industry standards, 
except to the extent the conduct in question amounts to 
naked cartel behavior – e.g., price fixing, group boycotts, 
and market allocation. The rule of reason requires courts 
to balance the procompetitive and anticompetitive effects 
of the standard or certification at issue to determine 
whether it unreasonably restrains trade in the relevant 

market. While standards may have procompetitive 
aspects, they can also retard innovation. And liability can 
be extensive. SSOs, participating member organizations, 
and member organization employees serving SSOs in 
a managerial capacity can all be held liable. Violations 
carry stiff fines and can lead to disgorgement of ill-gotten 
proceeds under the Lanham Act (not to mention criminal 
charges). In addition, private antitrust lawsuits frequently 
accompany or follow DOJ enforcement actions, exposing 
SSOs and their members to automatic treble damages, as 
well as attorneys’ fees and costs incurred in successfully 
prosecuting those claims. 

Precautions to Avoid Liability 
SSOs and their members can and should (with Delrahim 
now at the helm) take a number of steps to mitigate the 
risk of antitrust liability. First, they should implement 
regulations governing the processes by which they set 
new standards (or elect to retain old ones) and issue 
certifications of compliance with those standards. 
Second, those regulations should be based on objective 
criteria that remove discretion from the equation, to 
avoid the appearance that SSOs and their member 
organizations are picking favorites among competitors. 
Third, the objective criteria should be reasonably related 
to legitimate SSO purposes and be narrowly tailored to 
address those objectives. Fourth, the process of adopting 
standards and issuing certifications should be transparent 
(although Delrahim noted in his speech that “the old 
notion that openness alone is sufficient to guard against 
cartel-like behavior in SSOs may be outdated, given the 
evolution of SSOs beyond strictly objective technical 
endeavors”). Fifth, standards should be voluntary such 
that member organizations do not feel obligated to adopt 
them to avoid SSO blowback. Sixth, membership in SSOs 
should be open to any organization that wishes to join and 
meets the criteria for admission. 

Further, SSOs and their members should take care to 
avoid sharing confidential business information. This 
includes research and development, pricing and pricing 
methods, profit margins, output levels, and geographic 
sales territory. The sharing of this information will certainly 
draw the attention of regulators and, under the Supreme 
Court’s liberal pleading standard, can open the door to 
costly, time-consuming, and disruptive discovery. These 
precautions are especially important where an SSO’s 
members collectively comprise a substantial share of the 
relevant market. 
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Most importantly, SSOs and their members should take 
to heart and view Delrahim’s comments as presenting an 
opportunity to engage in a probably long overdue review 
update of their antitrust policies and to re-evaluate their 
training protocol. Indeed, Delrahim expressly “urge[d] 
SSOs to be proactive in evaluating their own rules, 
both at the inception of the organization, and routinely 
thereafter. In fact,” he continued, “SSOs would be well 
advised to implement and maintain internal antitrust 
compliance programs and regularly assess whether their 
rules, or application of those rules, are or may become 
anticompetitive.” Therefore, not doing so, will have penny 
wise and pound foolish consequences now, more than 
ever. Stay tuned. 
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